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Code Documentation – Forecaster Inputs

Market Share Continuation RatesSurvival Rates
• Probability that a patient would choose this 

drug/state assuming all drugs/states are available

• If a drug is rolled but not available, a different 

drug is chosen

• Don’t worry about assigning market share to 

impossible scenarios (ex. Drug 1 should ramp 

up market share all lines post-launch even 

though there are no available 2L patients until 

Drug 2 launches)

• Probability that a patient would survive this period on given 

drug/state and line of treatment

• Probability that a patient would continue through the period on 

their current drug/state

• Untreated uses only [100%, 0%] so that patients spend one period 

untreated, then roll a new drug/state in the next period

• Patients therefore remain untreated only when there are no 

available drugs and are constantly rolling available drugs
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Code Documentation - Classes

Function Key objectives and notes on code

__init__(drug_option

s, state_options)

• Takes lists of drug and state objects 

• Sets up lists of drugs, list of states, drugs taken, drugs not taken and current drug.

• Sets up an experience counter to track each period survived and continued on each drug/state.

• The lists of drugs excludes states using the attribute .is_drug which is the key differentiator 

between drugs and states

• For the experience counter, ‘survival’ and ‘continue’ are tracked in separate columns. ‘continue 

count’ resets when a patient returns to a previously occupied state. This only matters for 

states, since drugs are assumed to be taken only once. 

.select_drug (current 

period)

• Selects a new drug or state using these steps:

• Builds a list of drugs and states that have launched by the current period

• Randomly selects a drug or state according to market share values from each object

• If the selected drug is already in the list of drugs taken, a different drug is selected.

• If a different drug is not available, a state is selected

• Updates the list of drugs taken, drugs not taken, and current drug

.roll_survival() • Tests if patient survives through the current period. Outcomes: 1 = survival, 0 = 

death/permanent discontinue

• Survival rate is taken from drug object for the current drug

• Period is taken from the self.experience_counter dataframe

• If the patient survives, the experience counter is incremented for ‘survival count’.

.roll_continue() • Tests if a patient continues on their current treatment.

• Outcomes: 1 = continue, 0 = progress to next drug

• Continue rate is taken from drug object for the current drug

• Period is taken from the self.experience_counter dataframe

• If the patient continues, the experience counter is incremented for ‘continue count’

• If the patient does not continue and the current drug is a state, reset the ‘continue count’ to 0. 

.simulate 

(start_period, 

end_period)

• Create two empty results tables, one with each drug/state as an index, one with a double index 

for each drug/state and each line of treatment.

• Runs simulation according to the following loop:

• Check if patient is on a drug, if not run .select_drug

• Roll for survival. Terminate if patient does not survive

• Roll to continue. If successful, augment period and record results in table. If 

unsuccessful, increase line of treatment and clear current drug

• Returns two dataframes with individual patient results

Function Key objectives and notes on code

.__init__(name, 

market share, 

continuation_rates, 

survival_rates, 

launch_period)

• Market share, continuate rates, and survival rates are all dataframes with a rate for each 

period and line of treatment. 

• Name should be a unique string used to reference the object.

• Launch period is when the drug becomes available for patients.

• Stores all this data as class variables.

• .is_drug is set to True to differentiate Drugs from States.

.__repr__ • Handles how the object is referenced in lists and other calls; returns name string

Patient

Function Key objectives and notes on code

.__init__(name, 

market share, 

continuation_rates, 

survival_rates, 

launch_period)

• Identical to Drug class except .is_drug is set to False. Created to allow for non-drug states 

for patients who are diagnosed before any drugs are available or who have already taken 

all available drugs. The contemplated state is “untreated”.

• How States are handled differently than Drugs:

• States do not appear in the .drugs_taken or .drugs_not_taken lists; patients 

may return to a state while patients may not take a drug twice

• The continuation rate for untreated is 100%, 0% for the first two periods. 

Patients spend one period in the untreated state, then roll for available drugs 

the next period. This way they are constantly checking for newly available 

drugs.

• The ‘continue count’ in the experience counter is reset when a state is 

discontinued, again to account for the fact that a patient may assume a state 

more than once.

.__repr__ • Handles how the object is referenced in lists and other calls; returns name string

Drug

State
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Code Documentation - Sample Code

Single patient, single period simulation Multiple patient, multiple period simulation

Multiple patient, single period simulation 
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Sample Outcomes – One Patient Flow Outline 

Period n n+1

Untreated

Drug 1 1

Drug 2

Drug 3

0

Survive
1

Continue

1
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Sample Outcomes – Key Forecaster Inputs

Launch Period

Drug 1 2

Drug 2 8

Drug 3 16

Peak Share / Preference

Drug 1 45%

Drug 2 45%

Drug 3 5%

Other assumptions
All drugs can be taken in all lines
Drugs may only be taken once
Order of drugs taken does not matter
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Sample Outcomes – One patient, one incident period

Patient takes drug 1 when it launches in period 2 and survives 7 total periods 

Results by line of therapy
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Sample Outcomes – Multiple patients, one incident period

100 incident patients at period 0
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Sample Outcomes – Multiple patients, one incident period

Results by line of therapy
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Sample Outcomes – Multiple patients, multiple incident periods

1000 incident patients in each period
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Sample Outcomes – Multiple patients, multiple incident periods

Results by line of therapy
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Sample Outcomes – Multiple patients, multiple incident periods

• Drug 2 overtakes drug 1 despite 

having equivalent preference. This 

is driven by the bolus of 2L 

patients who jump to drug 2 

upon launch.

• Drug 3 takes considerable share 

despite low preference due to 

lack of other treatment options.
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